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I. INTRODUCTION

Simulation plays a critical role in robotics as it allows
verification and it provides evaluations of robot software be-
fore real world deployment [1]. One prevalent limitation of
robotic simulators that support the Robot Operating System,
ROS [2] – a de facto standard for developing robotic software
– is the absence of communication simulators. This poses a
serious challenge in testing software for multi-robot systems
(MRS) that use explicit communication, hence limiting the
development of this technology. Figure 1 illustrates the
problem tackled in this paper.

To address this challenge, we propose the ROS Com-
munication Benchmarking Tool (ROS-CBT). ROS-CBT is
a modular, flexible and standalone robotic tool, which sim-
ulates communication links between multiple robots in ROS
in a transparent way – that is, the ROS framework and
existing packages do not need to be modified, allowing
for easy porting of the robotic software from simulation
to real robots. It also provides features for performance
evaluation of each communication link at runtime. ROS-CBT
is validated with Stage [3] and Gazebo [4], popular robotic
simulators integrated with ROS. In general, ROS-CBT can
be practically applied for real-time analysis of relevant multi-
robot applications, which contributes to accelerate develop-
ment and test of multi-robot systems.

Fig. 1. Given a real multi-robot system equipped with WiFi interface (left)
and a corresponding simulation (right) created to perform repeated and a
higher number of experiments, the problem we address in this work is: how
to simulate a communication network within ROS?
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II. OVERVIEW OF ROS-CBT

ROS is the foundation of ROS-CBT. The fundamental
concepts of ROS [2] include:

• nodes: processes that perform computation;
• messages: typed data structures used for process inter-

communication;
• topics: named buses over which nodes exchange mes-

sages following a publish/subscribe paradigm;
• services: communication utility between nodes that is

based on Remote Procedure Calls (RPC). It comprises
of a named bus and a pair of data structures that define
the request and response.

ROS-CBT is integrated within ROS following the above
concepts and is designed and implemented with the following
characteristics:

• robotic-simulator independent: the communication sim-
ulator can run along with any robotic simulator;

• transparency: the communication simulator should be
transparent. Specifically, a roboticist can use the soft-
ware for a multi-robot system for both simulation and
for real robots, without requiring any modification in
the code;

• ease of use: easy to configure and to run;
• modularity: ROS-CBT should permit expansion in com-

munication models and benchmark metrics;
• low computational cost: ROS-CBT should have a very

low computational footprint not to affect the simulation
of other components.

Some existing communication simulation tools simulate
communication by synchronizing the robotic simulator (e.g.,
ARGoS [5]) with a network simulator (e.g., NS2 [6]). An
example of such tools is RoboNetSim [7]. This synchro-
nization introduces a delay and computational overhead to
the simulator, which are avoided in ROS-CBT: ROS-CBT
interacts in a transparent way with the simulator through
ROS. In particular, ROS-CBT is a process that runs concur-
rently with a robotic simulator and intercepts data between
robots and delivers them to the recipients according to the
communication model – e.g., log-distance path loss [8], [9],
Wall Attenuation Factor [10] – by properly remapping the
names of topics and services. Figure 2 shows the architecture
of ROS-CBT. The communication simulator will keep a data
structure for each robot that includes topics and services
that share connection with other robots. When a robot
produces a message for another robot, the communication
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Fig. 2. General structure of ROS-CBT components.

model checks whether the message can or cannot pass using
information already exposed by the robotic simulator, such
as obstacles and pose of the robots. Note that there can be
multiple communication models, depending on the simulated
communication interface. In our implementation, we provide
four communication models: unlimited communication, disk,
log-distance, and wall attenuation factor (WAF). Further-
more, ROS-CBT implements performance metrics such as
throughput, bandwidth, and signal strength for analyzing and
benchmarking coordination algorithms.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

We test ROS-CBT, currently implemented in Python, on
two representative multi-robot scenarios: indoor mapping
and outdoor coverage. Both scenarios demonstrate the broad
applicability of ROS-CBT for testing multi-robot systems
on different simulators and ROS packages. Due to space
limitation, we only discuss the indoor mapping scenario.

The indoor mapping case involves the use of Stage 2D
robotic simulator [3] with a team of 6 Pioneer 2AT robots,
whose task is to build individual maps of the environment,
following a frontier-based strategy [11]. Poses and scans are
shared with other robots to integrate all measurements in
a map using a graph-based Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM). In addition to the existing performance
metrics, we implement a task independent metric, explored
area, measured as a percentage of explored area, in order to
best analyze the performance of this task.

For example, Figure 4 shows the distance between robot
6 and the other robots, signal strength, and bandwidth of an

Fig. 3. Snapshot of an ongoing simulation of indoor mapping experiment
with six robots (top) and the corresponding generated maps for each robot
(bottom).

Fig. 4. Analysis of the indoor mapping simulation with 6 robots, when
running ROS-CBT with the log-distance path loss model. First: distance
between robots i and j. Second: signal strength between robots i and j.
Third: bandwidth of the communication link, i-j. Fourth: percentage of
explored area by robot 4 over time under different communication models.

experiments with 6 robots (see Figure 3) under log-distance
path loss communication model. This allows researchers to
analyze the impact of a communication model to the indoor
mapping task as shown in the last plot of Figure 4 and
develop new communication-aware exploration strategies –
e.g., a strategy that takes into account episodic rendez-
vous might improve the performance of the multi-robot
system [12].

Overall, ROS-CBT proposed design and implementation
allow for modular communication models and transparent
integration within the existing ROS framework without re-
quiring any modification of existing ROS packages. This is a
powerful tool for testing multi-robot system software before
real-world deployment. The code is opensource and will be
available at [13]. Future work includes implementing and
validating other communication models and simulating all
the layers of the communication stack.
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